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Abstract: Asset-intensive organizations such as those in a field of heavy engineering, mining, or 
transportation rely on assets that are expensive, extensive and/or complex, and their managing has a major 
impact on organizational performance over extended periods. Often the success of an enterprise depends 
largely on its ability to utilize physical assets efficiently. Therefore, physical asset management has been 
regarded as an essential business process in many organizations. Physical assets are being pushed to their 
limits, as engineering enterprises attempt to continuously drive more productivity out of their equipment, in 
order to improve their bottom lines. Now days, physical asset management (PAM) of complex infrastructure 
is facing very hard task of optimal managing of assets. 

Aim of this paper is to find the downfalls in managing the physical assets of the complex infrastructure firms. 
There is a question how service value network (SVN), that provides service to physical assets, can be 
exploited in order to improve PAM performance. There is a lot of space for improvement in the SVN in 
order to achieve better function of PAM and in the end, to provide better service performance of the firm. 
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1. Area of Investigation 

Asset-intensive organizations such as those in a field of 
heavy engineering, mining, or transportation rely on assets 
that are expensive, extensive and/or complex, and have a 
major impact on organizational performance over 
extended periods. 

Aim of this paper is to find the downfalls in managing the 
physical assets of the complex infrastructure firms. As the 
systematic and coordinated activity and practice through 
which an organization optimally manages its physical 
assets and their associated performance, risks and 
expenditures over their life cycles for the purpose of 
achieving its organizational strategic plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Framework for Physical Asset Management 

In this paper under the term “infrastructure” we consider 
the basic physical and organizational structures needed for 
the operation of a society or enterprise, as well as the 
services and facilities necessary for its functionality. It can 
be generally defined as the set of interconnected structural 
elements that provide framework supporting an entire 
structure of development. The term typically refers to the 
technical structures that support a society, such as roads, 
water supply, sewers, electrical grids, telecommunications, 
and so forth, and can be defined as "the physical 
components of interrelated systems providing 
commodities and services essential to enable, sustain, or 
enhance societal living conditions". In this paper we only 
focus on, so called “hard” infrastructure which refers to 
the large physical networks necessary for the functioning 
of a modern industrial nation.  
Infrastructure systems include both the fixed “hard” 
assets, and the control systems and software required to 
operate, manage and monitor the systems, as well as any 
accessory buildings, plants, or vehicles that are an essential 
part of the system. Also included are the fleets of vehicles 
operating according to schedules such as public transit 
buses and garbage collection, as well as basic energy or 
communications facilities that are not usually part of a 
physical network, such as oil refineries, radio, and 
television broadcasting facilities. These are some types of 
hard complex infrastructure: transportation infrastructure, 
energy infrastructure, water management infrastructure, 
communication infrastructure, solid waste management 
(Grübler, Arnulf (1990). The Rise and fall of 
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Infrastructures: Dynamics of Evolution and Technological 
Change in Transport.). 
Some of the obstacles that should be overcome in the aim 
of better functioning of the assets are: poor cooperation 
between engineering and governance section of the as-
sets, lack of information, lack of cooperation among the 
manager of physical assets, limited capital investment, 
poor geographical distribution of SVN that support 
physical assets, overlap (duplication) of services within the 
physical asset/assets.  
Campbell (1999. Strategies for Excellence in Maintenance 
Management) explains that before an organization 
embarks on an improvement plan it should assess the 
strengths and weaknesses of the present system. The 
diagnostic must be a clear roadmap of the next steps in 
order to achieve the vision and should be comprehensive 
and cover strategic, procedural, technical, administrative 
and cultural issues. 

1.1 Problem statement 

Physical assets managers are focused very narrow, strictly 
on their assets. There is not enough cooperation and 
sharing of the information and experiences among the 
managers. Overlapping of services that are used by the 
physical assets is very often. Also the geographical 
disposition of the service networks that provide services 
for physical assets are not well organized (JK and 
Mollentze, JJ, An auditing process to improve asset 
management performance). 

One of the question that we raise in this paper is on how 
can service value networks be exploited in order to 
improve physical asset management. In this context 
service value network is a term referring to a network that 
provides services for physical assets. What is the best way 
of using the services to achieve the best results in the aim 
of the optimal performance of the particular physical 
assets? So it is the network “behind” the physical assets. 
Physical assets are somehow “dependent” from these net-
works. This leads to some of the sub questions: How 
SVN behind physical assets can be better managed in 
order to raise performances of physical assets? Is 
outsourcing the way how we can gain better performances 
from physical assets? Based on these questions, related 
literature has to be investigated to help coming up with 
the answers. Few theoretical papers have been published 
but practically no empirical studies showing effectively the 
downfalls of infrastructures / PAM in infrastructure. 
Finally issue of sustainability in physical asset management 
is assumed to be on top of the agenda now days, due to 
the changes of the EU standardize requirements (e.g. 2020 
perspective,). Sustainability in PAM is concerned with the 
legacy we leave and part of that is the asset stock, or better 
the ability of the asset stock to meet society’s needs in the 
future. It is also about running assets; what does it cost to 
run an asset… energy, waste materials left over, etc? 
Materials are also important; is one material better 
compared to another in terms of holistic impact? Trading 
longer life off against environmental contaminants, 
embodied energy, waste products, water use etc? 
Sustainability in asset management requires we move 
beyond tangible components to more intangible 

components e.g. what are the intangible costs of failures 
to stake-holders, communities and the environment? In 
the end, we can say that sustainability in PAM is about 
getting more from assets, minimising life cycle cost 
through operations and maintenance is important, 
especially because money for capital solutions is tight. 

Summarizing, physical asset management is a broader 
concept than just a business driven maintenance. Physical 
asset management could also include all the decisions 
concerning physical assets: e.g. expansion and replacement 
investments, modernisations, improvements concerning 
overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), maintenance 
strategies and disinvestments. Also the options which 
offer other solutions than the exploitation of own 
equipment such as outsourcing, mergers, leasing belong to 
the field of 'asset management'. Today, when in many 
countries and companies the level of investments has 
decreased at the lower level than depreciations, the 
importance of 'asset management' of existing plants has 
become an issue in focus. 

2. Research Objectives 

Often the success of an enterprise depends largely on its 
ability to utilize physical assets efficiently. Therefore, 
physical asset management has been regarded as an 
essential business process in many organizations. 
Furthermore, as companies today are running leaner than 
ever before, physical assets are being pushed to their 
limits, as engineering enterprises attempt to continuously 
drive more productivity out of their equipment, in order 
to improve their bottom lines. Consequently, physical 
asset management is moving to the forefront of 
contributing to an organization's financial objectives (Kari 
Komonen, Helena Kortelainen and Minna Räikkonen, An 
asset management framework to improve longer term 
returns on investments in the capital intensive industries).  
 
Achieving high utilization and return on investment on 
physical assets are central corporate objectives for public 
and private organizations. The means to increase returns 
on investment are to decrease the operating costs or to 
increase the turnover of capital. From the physical assets' 
point of view, these requirements mean a need for 
dynamic and continual life cycle management, optimal 
capacity development, higher overall equipment 
effectiveness, higher reliability and flexibility of physical 
assets, and lower maintenance costs of equipment. 
In order to reveal how physical asset can be effectively 
and successfully managed we propose a set of objectives 
for our research. 

• Primary, “necessary” ” as prerequisite, objective 
of this paper is to recognize what are the main 
barriers and problems that hinder physical assets 
inside the firm to be managed on the efficient 
and productive way. 

• Closely linked to analysing the barriers, it is 
necessary to distinguish what actions and 
practices are influencing the managing of 
physical assets and which are not. And which 



barriers affect the deployment of actions / 
practices in a real PAM. 

• A subsequent objective is to focus on actions 
and practices through which the services are 
provided. This will be done by focusing on the 
outputs and out-comes of services. It requires 
verifying whether assets are appropriately used 
and maintained and, at the end, disposed, and 
also verifying the application of asset 
management principles while delivering services 
to assets. 

• Last but not least one of the objectives is to find 
out how exploiting of Service Value Networks 
(SVNs) can improve PAM. Indeed, this is a 
holistic objective of this paper, which comprises 
and enables to organize the others. 

Overall result of covering all of these objectives will be 
better physical asset management through a better 
management of services and an achievement on of a 
better overall service performance. 

3. Research Framework 

The main idea of this paper is indeed, how PAM can be 
improved, by exploiting and better management of SVNs. 
There are a lot of SVNs that provides services for physical 
assets in complex infrastructures. Some of those SVNs are 
owned by the company itself, some are not (external). It is 
necessary to find out how these SVNs are profitable for 
the target assets and for the company itself. For example, 
some of the SVNs are very expensive to maintain and it is 
better to outsource that service and shutdown or change 
role of the sector that belongs to company. It is necessary, 
then, to distinguish among the SVNs the ones that have 
to be reoriented to outsourcing, from the rest. Once this 
is done, it is also important to understand what the means 
for an effective service management are.  

Of course one of the aims of this paper is to point on the 
better performance of the physical assets and this can be 
done only if we outline how assets performance could be 
measured.  

Performance of physical assets is to be evaluated by both 
quantitative and qualitative measures.  

Quantitative performance management typical measures include: 

 the cost effectiveness of the assets in service 
delivery throughout their life cycles 

 the efficiency of output prices paid compared to 
established benchmarks  

 the contribution made by assets to support 
economic growth  

 

Qualitative performance management typical measures include:  

 user satisfaction with the services delivered  

 affordable and equitable public access to 
essential assets  

 transparency and accountability of all asset 
decisions made throughout the life cycle  

 the sustainability and continuity of service 
provision  

Also it is necessary to have strategic approach to physical 
asset management. The problem is there is no empirical 
paper that deals with SVN for physical assets in order to 
improve overall performance of physical assets and 
company as well. The unit of analysis includes all the 
activities and decisions that are necessary for adequate 
structuring, organizing and management the physical 
assets. These activities and decisions are considered as 
essential elements comprising of: overall operational 
activities and practices to be performed, main 
organizational choices and decision to be made, required 
tasks to be executed, and the most appropriate SVN way 
of management to be selected in the context of physical 
asset management. 
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 Fig. 2. Preliminary conceptual framework 

 

4. Work Plan 

As seen above, the research concentrates specifically on 
problem of effective service management in Physical 
Asset Management. This has not been yet analysed 
individually and thoroughly, but only basic aspects of it 
have been covered in the literature so far. Although 
service in this context has been known from 1960’s , still 
it has not yet been explained from the structured 
perspective, relying on its process, organization, 
management, influencing factors and performance. 
Therefore, in order to accomplish the objectives given in 
section 2, the research will start with explorative research 
design for the primary insights in the research questions. 
The results from exploratory research will, later on, be 
used to design appropriately empirical research. This is a 
common approach in theory-building research (Wacker, 
1998), which builds an integrated body of knowledge that 
is widely applied by explaining who, what, when and why 
certain phenomena occur. As Wacker (1998) explained, it 
extends the theory domain and exploits the literature as 



guidance in deciding which relationships are relevant. By 
shaping the knowledge of a phenomenon, in this case 
problem of effective service management, into a 
theoretical form using well-defined concepts, models and 
proposition, the research will then “test the adequacy of 
the concepts developed, in relation to the phenomenon, 
of hypothesized linkages among the concepts, and of the 
validity boundary of the models” (Forza, 2002). 

Afterwards, the quantitative research will be performed by 
statistically testing the hypothesis on the dataset collected 
from a wide survey and by that drawing theoretical 
implication.  
 
The early stage of the research “Development and 
refinement” aims at enriching the theoretical model on 
effective physical asset management and defining the 
preliminary version of the research framework. The 
expected outcome is a set of working hypotheses that 
allows for the empirical assessment of the propositions 
during the subsequent theory testing phase of the 

research. Appropriately, case study methodology will be 
performed, because this approach is considered an 
effective way to make theories and hypothesis plausible. 
Therefore the chosen research procedure entails:  
 
a) In-depth literature review; Analysis of the literature is 
being conducted in order to propose a preliminary 
research framework. The literature review will cover the 
research streams described in section 1. The literature 
analysis is a continuous process that will constantly refine 
the research.  
 
b) Exploratory case studies providing insights originating 
from the application of better use of SVNs among the 
physical assets in real conditions; Explorative case studies 
are necessary, due to the significant literature gap in this 
topic. The case studies will be used to generate main 
hypotheses and to inspect more clearly questions of 
interest. Exploratory semi-structured interviews serve to 
analyse the current practices and position of physical asset 
management and SVN in PAM. The interviews should 
reflect more precisely practical gaps that should be 
explored and they will follow suggestions for their proper 
conduction (Yin, 2003). 

The outcomes of this research aim to be applicable. 
Therefore, the research will be closely interacted and 
collaborated with industries featuring asset-intensive 
management. For the purpose of legitimating this study 
and gaining practitioners’ inclusion from different 
perspectives, the support will be required not only to the 
managers of the infrastructures within these industries, 
but it will be also asked to service providers operating 
organizations within these industries, to support such 
infrastructures.  
Problem is that the theory and practice are so far. Theory 
does not apply enough, because the theory is not 
applicable and it doesn't offers practical guidance to 
companies. It would be best to build a theory based on 
concrete examples of companies and their needs. This will 
be done in that way that optimal practical solutions for 
various companies, will be generalized and simplified. 
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